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1 Introduction
This deliverable reports the state of the art of methodologies and tools for the discovery and
analysis of dependencies characterizing distributed services. In the specific, our study
consider methodologies and tools to address two main issues
• The discovery and analysis of the coupling among services implemented by
distributed software/applications, and
• The analysis of the dynamic of services interactions, that is how dependencies evolve
over time and how they may influence the system behaviour.
1.1 Motivations
The welfare of our daily life increasingly depends on the correct functioning of complex
distributed applications. Today no one of the critical sectors can properly function without the
network interconnections for data exchange and software for process control and data
manipulation (e.g. industrial process control, transportation infrastructures control and
management, financial services, payment systems, health-care, communications).
Today computing paradigms such as Service Oriented Computing (SOC) and Cloud
computing allow designing of applications realized coupling services running on different
nodes of the same data center or distributed around the globe. Ubiquitous computing and
mobile computing, even more a reality due to the technological advancements in the sector of
mobile devices (smart phone and tablets), introduce a more fine grain distribution of
computing resources, data and application components.
In this context of intertwined services risk assessment and analysis, impact analysis but also
system protection against natural and cyber threats demand for methodologies and tools to
properly track system dependencies and to quantify their impact on system operation.
The study of dependencies in distributed systems is core to draw logical maps of the system
components and to identify the core critical building blocks. This kind of investigation is
defined Dependency Discovery and Analysis (DDA) and it is a valid tool to evaluate the
propagation and the impact of localized events. Dependencies discovery and analysis is core
for the identification of critical and strategic assets an application depends on, and it is valid
support to risk and impact analysis [11].
1.2 Outline
The deliverable is organized as in the following.
Section 2 introduces general concepts related to dependencies discovery and analysis. In more
detail, we introduce the characteristics of service level coupling and the main steps of
dependencies discovery and analysis. The fundamental methodologies and theories used in
DDA are described in Section 3. A description of the available tools is given in Section 4. In
this section we describe also a custom tool implemented as part of the project to experiment
and evaluate state of the art theories. Finally, Section 6 concludes the deliverable
summarizing results and giving preliminary remarks.
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2

General Concepts

In this section we present a characterization of cyber dependencies useful to drive the
definition of service coupling metrics and the consequent identification of methods and tools
to discover and analyse dependencies.
2.1 Cyber Dependencies characterization
The first step toward the assessment of the service level coupling is the characterization of
cyber dependencies. Keller et al. [18] provided a detailed characterization of cyber
dependencies and investigated the problem of cyber dependencies in the context of distributed
applications management.
Here we revisit the Keller's work at the light of the MOTIA project goals, that is the
dependencies discovery and analysis oriented mainly to vulnerability assessment and impact
analysis.

Figure 1 A taxonomy of cyber dependencies
Dependencies can be characterized along seven dimensions: locality and order, the type and
activity of components involved, the strength and criticality, the life cycle phases. Figure 1
shows the proposed cyber dependencies taxonomy.
Depending on the level of abstraction considered, dependencies analysis can be performed at
software component level or at service level. In the first case the coupling is intended between
components composing the same service or different services. In the latter case the coupling
is considered between services (intended as a compound of components). Of course, a system
A depends on a system B because a component (software or hardware) of A uses services
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provided by a component of B (see Figure 2).
Locality refers to the physical or logical location of the coupled services/components.
Locality is, in some sense, a measure of the distance between the dependent

Figure 2 Locality of dependencies
services/components. Dependencies between services/components working at the same
protocol layer (one of the ISO/OSI or Internet logical layers) are classified as intra-domain
and dependencies between system components/services working at different protocol layers
are classified as inter-domain, e.g. d3, d4, d6, d8, d9 and d10 in Figure 2. On the contrary,
d1, d5 and d7 are intra-domain dependencies. Dependencies are intra/inter-system depending
if the coupled components belong to the same system or not. In Figure 2 d7, d3, d4, d5 and
d6 are intra-system dependencies while d1 and d2 are inter-system dependencies.
For example, while the dependency between a http client (a browser) and a remote http server
is inter-system and intra-domain, the dependencies of a http client on the local domain name
resolvers can be considered intra-system (if we consider as system the terminal running the
http client) and inter-domain. Moreover the http-client depends by second order (see below
Order characteristic) on the local domain server and on the Global Domain Name System
(DNS).
Locality of dependency
Intra-domain
Inter-domain
Intra-system
Inter-system

Occurrence
Between services/components working at the same protocol
layer
Between system components/services working at different
protocol layers
Between components/services belonging to the same
system
Between components/services belonging to the separated
system

Table 1 Definitions of locality of dependencies
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Order is related to the directness of a dependency. System A is directly dependent on B
because components of A use services provided by B's components (e.g. d2 in Figure 2). In
this case we talk of first order dependency. Second order (and more) dependencies could
arise when a system/component depends indirectly on another system/component. Second
order (and in general nth order) dependencies are the target of dependencies analysis because
are not obvious and are causes of cascading effects [11].
For example (see Figure 2) CA2 has a first order dependency with CA3. CA2 could have also a
second order dependency with CA5, and it is the goal of dependencies analysis to discover
such a dependency.
A real example of second and third order dependencies is shown in Figure 3: the HTTP
client has a second order dependency on the local DNS server component and a third order
dependency on the WebSphere component running on the service provider node.
It is worth mentioning that the notion of order depends on the level of aggregation
(granularity) of the components modelled and of the goal of the analysis.

Figure 3 Order of dependencies
Component type. Components involved in a dependency can be hardware (HW) or software
(SW). Moreover a logical component (L) is a system, made up of hardware and software
parts, that provides a logical service. The first coupling case is about hardware components
that are physically connected, e.g. two routers (their NIC) connected through a network link.
In this case we talk of hardware (or physical) dependency. In case of software components,
the interaction is by means of messages exchange, shared memory mechanisms or remote
procedure calls. Examples of software dependencies are a BPEL process interacting with a
web service using SOAP messages, two software components that access to global memory
variables, a software component that uses a remote API through RPC.
For example let us consider a flight reservation application. It is a logical entity that could
depend on other logical components such as a credit card accounting application. The
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components of two systems could have software and hardware dependencies, while if we
consider the two systems as a whole we have also a logical dependency, which can be
discovered during system design time (see Life Cycle dependencies characteristic later on).
Of course, SW components rely on the HW resources they use (e.g. memory, CPU, disk
space, NIC, etc..). This type of coupling will be considered in the following (see Life Cycle
dependencies characteristic later on).
Component activity refers to the capability of a component to answer independently to
requests from other components. An active component could be directly queried, while a
passive component is unable to autonomously bear information when inquired. Therefore, we
come with the following definition: if A depends on B, the dependency is active if A and B
are active components. If B is passive we have a passive dependency, whatever the nature of
A. From a practical point of view, a passive dependency means that A will not depend directly
on B (the passive component) but there will be a proxy component C, that will act on behalf
of B, and A will directly depend on B. For example, a WSDL file can be queried only on
behalf of some proxy, e.g. an UDDI server (see Figure 3).
Passive dependencies have an order greater than two (second order).

Figure 4 Criticality of dependencies
Criticality relates to the potential of becoming disastrous. Criticality is related with system
dynamics because it depends on when components interact. Before discussing criticality we
introduce some useful concepts, that are: component/system/service life time and activity
time; pre-requisite, co-requisite and ex-requisite dependencies.
A component/system comes to life (i.e. start to operate) when instantiated at time tinst and it
still lives until it will terminate at time tend. We define:
• Life time the period of time [tinst, tend],
• Activity time a time interval [ta1,ta2] ⊆ [tinst, tend] the system/component is active (i.e.
perform a task). Typically during the component/system/service life time, periods of
activity are alternated to period of inactivity, [ti1,ti2] ⊆ [tinst, tend].
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If we consider the dependent components CA2 and CA3 (see Figure 2 and Figure 4) we
define that the dependency is:
• pre-requisite if CA2 interacts with CA3 at the beginning of its life time only, that is CA3
must be present when CA2 is instantiated;
• co-requisite if CA3 must be present during all the life time of CA2 and in the specific
during activity time;
• ex-requisite if CA3 may not be present when CA2 is instantiated or during CA2 activity
time.
When two system/component/services interact over time and therefore they have a pre-, coand ex-requisite dependency we can conclude that:
• co- and pre-requisite dependencies are the most critical because they prevent the
exploitation of a system functionality. Moreover co-requisite is more critical than prerequisite because is requested, also if with discontinuity, the presence of CA3.
• ex-requisite are the less critical dependencies because then allow discontinuity and not
prevent the exploitation of system functionalities.

Figure 5 Strength of dependency
Strength is related to the intensity of dependencies. A dependence (see Figure 5) can be
persistent, that is always present during life time, or optional, that is it might occur or not
and/or, if occurred, it is present during activity time of the coupled components. If an optional
dependency is unpredictable in terms of occurrence probability and duration, we talk of
occasional dependency. For example a business process (described by a BPEL file) and a web
service are optionally dependent if the service invoked terminates before the end of the
business process, and/or if the web service is invoked with probability p<1 (because it
belongs to a branch of a switch or pick construct).
Typically, software dependencies are optional or occasional while hardware and logical
dependencies are persistent. Obviously the intensity of dependence decrease from persistent
(the strongest) to optional (the weakest). Occasional dependency are stronger then optional
because unpredictable.
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The strength of a dependency is also linked to its static or dynamic nature. While static
dependencies are always present, independently on external events, dynamic dependencies
appear and disappear as described by the logic of the interaction and occurrence of external
events. Therefore, while dynamic dependencies are optional or occasional, static
dependencies are persistent.
Life cycle characteristic is related to system life cycle phase in which dependencies are
introduced (see Figure 6). Life cycle of a system/component spans from requirement
analysis to deployment and maintenance.
If dependencies are introduced at design time we talk of functional dependencies, that is there
is a logical dependency between two systems or system components. If introduced at detailed
design or implementation phase the dependency is structural.
When an application is deployed on a specific environment it does not interact only with other
applications exchanging messages and data, but it also competes for the use of physical
resources (e.g. memory, CPU, disk space, NIC, etc..). Therefore, even though two
systems/applications are logically independent, they could be resource dependent. Whenever

Figure 6 Lyfe-cycle of dependencies
a resource dependence arises during life time, it comes from choices taken at design and
deployment time.
2.2 Dependency Discovery and Analysis
As previously mentioned the dependency characterization is a driver for:
• The identification of metrics to quantify the dependencies or criteria to qualitatively
describe dependencies
• The identification of appropriate discovery methods that could be used to extract a
specific feature or set of features
• The identification of appropriate analysis methods that consider a specific feature and
that, of course, depends also on the goal of the dependencies study.
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In this section we discuss the first issue while in next section discovery and analysis
methodologies and tools are considered.
Dependencies features that lead to the definition of quantitative indexes are strength and
order. The first is a measure of the probability or frequency of dependency activation. It is not
an absolute value but it is relative to a specific case study (see section 4). The order of a
dependency gives a measure of the cascade effect that a component failure or modification
can produce. For example, let us consider the following chain of dependencies:
Web client  HTTP server  BPELengine  Service provider.
The Web client has a third order dependency on the Service provider, and if the Service
provider fails, the effect of the failure propagates down to the Web client.
Criticality suggests a qualitative dependencies index to measure the hazard a dependency can
introduce. The classification we have provided already introduces a three level scale: from corequisite (high/severe) to pre-requisite (medium/significant) and ex-requisite
(low/negligible/general).
Locality indicates if the impact of a change or fault can propagate outside the system
boundaries, and as much can effect other assets/infrastructures, or if it has only local impact.
Life cycle characteristic suggests when dependencies are introduced, and therefore when an
action to limit or to properly manage dependencies should be taken. Of course life cycle
feature gives also an idea of how much expensive is to deal with a dependency. For example,
in order to eliminate functional dependencies we could need a re-engineering of the system; to
eliminate a structural dependency we could need to change some software component or
some parts of the system. Finally, in case we want to eliminate resource dependencies we
could use a different deployment.
Dependency
characteristic
Strength
Order
Criticality
Locality

Life-cycle

Considerations

Type of Index

Measurable as the probability
or frequency of dependencies
activation
Give information on the
feasibility of cascade effects
Give information on the
hazard a dependency can
introduce
Give information on the
likelihood faults can propagate
outside the system boundaries

Quantitative – not an absolute value but
case study dependent. Need for
normalization
Qualitative – the value do not directly
quantify domino effects
Qualitative – the pre-, co-, ex-requisite
classification introduces a three level
scale
Qualitative – this feature can lead to a
quantitative measure in case it is possible
to measure the probability of propagation
outside system boundaries
Qualitative – this feature can lead to a
quantitative measure of the cost to remove
dependencies

Suggests when dependencies
are introduced and how much
it cost to remove them

Table 2 Considerations on dependencies characteristics
Considerations in
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Dependency
characteristic
Strength
Order
Criticality
Locality

Life-cycle

Considerations

Type of Index

Measurable as the probability
or frequency of dependencies
activation
Give information on the
feasibility of cascade effects
Give information on the
hazard a dependency can
introduce
Give information on the
likelihood faults can propagate
outside the system boundaries

Quantitative – not an absolute value but
case study dependent. Need for
normalization
Qualitative – the value do not directly
quantify domino effects
Qualitative – the pre-, co-, ex-requisite
classification introduces a three level
scale
Qualitative – this feature can lead to a
quantitative measure in case it is possible
to measure the probability of propagation
outside system boundaries
Qualitative – this feature can lead to a
quantitative measure of the cost to remove
dependencies

Suggests when dependencies
are introduced and how much
it cost to remove them

Table 2 put in evidence that, except strength, all features give qualitative information. This
confirm the need for quantitative dependencies metrics
3 Methodologies and Theories
Dependency discovery and analysis consist of three main phases:
• Extraction of dependencies from the real system or its logical representation;
• Modelling of dependencies, to draw a picture of components/systems relationship
using some formalism;
• Evaluation of dependencies by means of metrics.
Dependencies can be discovered using different system analysis approaches, e.g. static
analysis, visual models analysis, system information repositories mining, message
exchange/interaction sequence pattern mining. These techniques can be classified according
to three broad categories:
• White-box oriented. This family includes methods based on the analysis of technical
specifications and/or on the analysis of the application code through automatic tools.
These methods rely on a quite complete knowledge of the system structure.
• Black-box oriented. This family includes methods that assume no information is
known a priori. Such methods observe the system activities (e.g. network traffic, OS
or application events) trying to infer the system structure by its behaviour. Black-box
methods can be applied to almost all kind of systems and are widely used both in
state-of-the-art products to perform network dependency analysis.
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• Hybrid. This category includes methods mixing White and Black-box oriented
approaches to leverage both the exact knowledge of the system and the information
extracted by measurement techniques.

3.1 Methodologies and theories for service level coupling
Once discovered, dependencies are mainly modelled using Component Dependence Graph
(CDG), Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM), Incidence matrix or other graph/matrix
representation inspired to the previous mentioned representation. Given a dependencies
representation it is possible to extract quantitative measure and therefore to perform
dependency analysis.
The purpose of this section is twofold. Firstly, we explore dependencies discovery methods to
understand which features are they capable to recognize. Successively, we evaluate
dependencies analysis approaches to comprehend which of them cover one or more type of
dependencies described in Section 2.1.
As previously mentioned we consider only software and logical dependencies, therefore the
component type dimension is fixed.
3.2 Dependency discovery
Figure 7 Black-box and White-box oriented approaches
3.2.1 White-box oriented methods
Application Code Analysis (ACA), known in literature as static analysis, is a static inspection
of the application code, done at compilation or pre-compilation time, and therefore before the
application comes to life. Static analysis has a long history and can be performed for different
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purposes: architecture checking, interface analyses, and clone detection1; identifies security
vulnerabilities and code defects2 ; dead code analysis, and style checking3. Evidently, static
analysis may be used for dependency discovery and analysis4,5. Static code analysis extracts
structural dependencies properties. In the specific intra-system and inter-/intra-domain
dependencies can be identified.
Moreover, the component relationship extracted from code parsing are pre- and co-requisite
dependencies between active components. Static code analysis allows also discovering the
order of a dependency. Indeed, the length of a chain of method invocations measures the
order of a dependency.
ACA is valuable for both centralized and distributed applications. In case of distributed
software architectures ACA will discover the links between components. When a component
use an external components/services the invocation of a remote procedure or a web service is
coded and therefore first order dependencies among distributed components can be
discovered.
Visual model analysis (VMA) is based on the evaluation of a visual model of the
application/system. The widely used visual modeling language is UML and it is used to trace
the system design at different level of detail. Therefore using UML model analysis it is
possible to extract both functional and structural properties. Class diagram, component
diagram, sequence diagram and activity diagram are the basis for dependencies discovery
[26]. An UML class diagram gives intra-system and inter-/intra-domain dependencies. Class
and component diagrams give information on dependencies locality and criticality. Activity
and sequence diagrams together allow determining when an activity (i.e. a functionality
provided by one ore more components/systems) is invoked, with which probability and if it is
invoked during normal behavior or as a consequence of exceptions. Therefore activity and
sequence diagrams allow to discover dependencies strength and criticality.
Both static analysis and VMA have some limitations. The first requires that the former have
access to the code, while the VMA has to be synchronized with the application code.
3.2.2 Black-box oriented methods
When code or visual models are not available or to deepen dependencies discovery, it is
possible to perform Dynamic Program Analysis (DPA) and Performance Analysis (PA). The
former approach can be used to profile the application and to trace its behaviour. Traces can
be further analyzed applying sequence or pattern mining to discover dependency degree,
dependency strength (optional and occasional) and all the dynamic aspects. Performance
analysis, along with a resource dependencies representation (e.g. [24]) gives insight into
resource dependencies.
Message eXchange Sequence or pattern mining (MXS) approach leverage on information
stored in message traces of distributed applications. For example, in a SOA system, the SOA
manager can intercept services invocation messages plus their responses and store all of them
in a central database. There are different approaches to pattern mining and their validity is
1

http://www.axivion.com
http://www.coverity.com/
3
http://www.semdesigns.com/Products/DMS/DMSToolkit.html
4
http://www.lattix.com/
5
http://ndepend.com/
2
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strictly related to the system domain considered. Very close to our contest is the solution
proposed by Basu et al. [19] that define a new approach to discover dynamic dependencies in
SOA systems. Their solution infers casual dependencies form a message log, it builds a
probabilistic dependencies graph and prune it using user defined threshold as well as data
from logs.
Another typical approach used to catch services interactions is Network Traffic Analysis
(NTA) at IP level. Each stream of IP packets tracks a complete transaction between two nodes
and therefore could be used to track dependencies between services running on such nodes.
The data flow between services identified analyzing IP packets can be used as input for an
inference engine that analyzes data flow and builds a representation of system dependencies.
In literature, the main approaches proposed to build this system representation are:
• Analysis of the co-occurrence of network communication. This approach is based on
the identification and analysis of data flows. If two or more data flow are active in a
same time window, with a high frequency, than the target element of each flows are
dependant. Such model is proposed in [12]
• Identification of rules that govern the traffic. This approach applies machine learning
techniques to extract behavioural rules from network traffic, in order to determine
typical behaviour of the system and evaluate dependency issues. An example of this
model can be found in [14]
• Study of the stability of interleaved times between communications. A client which
needs two or more services will access them subsequently and repeatedly, interleaving
a same time between the accesses. This is considered as the demonstration of a
codified logic that requires strictly the services to be in sequence, that is, dependent.
This model is part of [13].
3.2.3 Hybrid methods
System information Repositories Mining (SRM) is a technique to extract intra-system (but
however inter-application) inter-/intra-domain dependencies. All the operating systems have
built-in repositories (e.g. AIX object data manager, Window registry, Linux Red Hat package
manager) that keep track of the installed software packages, fileset and their versions.
These repositories, that contain system-wide configuration information, can be regarded as
knowledge bases that take in important information with respect to the compatibility of
services and application. Leveraging on this information is possible to discover structural and
functional service dependencies. Keller et al. [18] suggest also an approach to discover intersystem dependencies. This approach uses both system repositories and network services
configuration files, such as DNS resolver, network file systems mount target, proxy
configurations. SRM discovers both passive and active component dependencies, dependency
order and criticality.
3.2.4 Dependencies discovery methods versus dependencies characterization
Respect to our dependencies taxonomy, MXS can be used to discover inter-system and intradomain dependencies and their strength. Moreover information about dependencies order and
criticality can be extracted. VMA and SRM appear capable to cope with all the dependency
features. VMA has the limitation above mentioned and moreover it can no be automatized.
SRM, on the contrary, can be automatized. Its drawback is the need to access system
repository, that is not always possible. Table 3 summarizes the results of our investigation.
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Dependency
characteristic
Locality
Order
Component
Activity
Strength
Criticality
Life cycle

ACA

Discovery approaches
VMA
SRM
MXS

(except
intersystem)
X
(only
active)
(except
Exrequisite)
Only
structural

PA

NTA

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

(except
resource)

(except
resource)

X
(only Prerequisite)
(only
resource)

Table 3 Dependencies characteristics versus Discovery approaches
3.3 Dependency analysis
Dependency analysis goals typically span from changes impact analysis, failure propagation
analysis, system complexity analysis, critical pattern analysis, through to the evaluation of
system maintainability and QoS-enforcement.
Dependencies in software systems are typically represented by means of Component
Dependence Graph (CDG), Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM), Incidence matrix or other
graph/matrix-based model inspired to the previous mentioned.
A Component Dependence Graph is a graph where nodes are software components or systems
and arcs are connections between components (e.g. RPC, message exchange, etc..). Arcs are
labelled with an identifier and weighted with the probability that the connection it represent is
executed, that is the dependency is activated. These probabilities can be computed in different
ways, for example as suggested in [29]. The CDG can be represented using an adjacent matrix
called component dependence matrix (CDM). In [27] the authors use CDG to model
dependencies (discovered both by static or dynamic code analysis) and to support change
impact analysis in component based systems. In the specific the authors define a Reachability
Matrix that is obtained from the CDM computing, for each couple of components, the
probability to be reached by a cascade of invocations. The RM is therefore used to compute
the system's change ratio due to a change in one or more components. This ratio is
fundamental in impact analysis.
In [28] authors propose to use CDG to define a multi-dimensional graph base representation
(through matrix) of dependencies of each component versus the remaining system's
components. Using their approach is possible to evaluate impact of system changes such as
the integration of new subsystems/components.
In [22] the authors propose a tool that use Dependencies Structure Matrix [23] representation
for the management of inter-module6 dependencies. The proposed approach is based on
conventional static analysis to extract software components dependencies.
In [21] the authors introduce a set of dependencies and interaction metrics. Such metrics are
computed starting from a graph based representation of software components interactions.
6

The concept of software module used by Sangal et. al is the same of software component we used in this
document.
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The purpose of the dependencies and interaction metrics is to provide a tool to control the
complexity of component based systems.
In [20] the authors propose and implement a linked list dependency representation that allows
considering the type of interaction between system components. This representation
outperforms adjacent matrix representation of dependencies that allows representing only the
existence of a dependency.
Indeed, the linked list representation allows storing the dependencies along with other
information.
In [24] the authors use a graph model of functional and resource dependencies. Their proposal
is a graph-based dependency management model, for dynamically configurable component
based systems, to address the problem of QoS-enforcement of service delivery demand and to
maximize the system performance in dynamically varied resource availability systems.
The proposed solution integrates the management of inter-component functional
dependencies, including consistency checking and automatic system configuration, as well as
QoS-aware resource dependency management.
In [19] the authors identify the problem of discovering dynamic dependencies among web
services and they propose a solution for the automatic identification of traces of dependent
messages, based on the correlation of messages exchanged among services. Dependencies are
represented through a probability dependency graph.
Contextualizing the above mentioned research results in our dependencies classification
emerges that is possible to represent the presence or the absence of a certain dependency
characteristic for each component/system versus the other components/systems (solutions
inspired to[28] can be applied).
Moreover is also possible to isolate specific feature such as strength or criticality and to
compute CDG and CDM that are the starting point for impact analysis, vulnerability analysis
and system complexity analysis.
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4 Tools for Network and Service level analysis
In literature there is a pletora of tools for DDA at network level as demonstrated by these two
interesting repositories: [15],[16]. Typically, network monitor tools give a clear insight into
the network traffic details, discovering who is using the network, what make up the network
traffic, which applications are running, and who and what is consuming bandwidth. Statistics
are collected at the levels of packets or flows. There are also network monitor tools capable to
create maps of the configured sub-networks, network devices installed, running applications.
All these features aid network administrator to understand local dependencies at network
level.
Concerning methods and frameworks for application level DDA, there are very few
examples; some of them are described in the following.
IBM Tivoli Management Framework (TMF) [5] is a systems management platform to manage
large numbers of remote locations or devices. One of its features is the capability to visualize
interdependencies and relationships between applications, computer systems and network
devices through application mapping and agentless, credential-free discovery capabilities. HP
Discovery and Dependency Mapping Inventory (DDMI) [4] provides an accurate picture of
your IT environment. It helps you solve key challenges of hardware cost control and software
license compliance. DDMI identifies all available physical and virtual IT assets, collects
hardware information and identifies installed and used software on devices. It serves as the
Discovery and Dependency Mapping Inventory solution for HP Software. Service-now [8]
discovers computers and other devices connected to an enterprise's network. On computer
systems, Service-now discovery will also find what software is running, and any TCP
connections between computer systems providing as results and Application Dependency
Mapping. OpenNMS [7], Distributed under GPL license, provides Automated and Directed
Discovery, Event and Notification Management, Service Assurance and Performance
Measurement. This monitor platform is suitable for both network and service level analysis.
AggreGate Network Manager [6], built upon AggreGate Platform, provides monitoring
services of networks, a comprehensive network discovery and dynamic mapping. It has builtin fault management and network performance/traffic analysis tools, virtualized environment
monitoring, alerting, charting and reporting. This monitor platform is suitable for both
network and service level analysis.
All these tools, except OpenNMS are proprietary tools and it is difficult to understand
algorithms and methodologies them rely on. In the next section we describe a black-box
service level analysis tools developed by some of the authors of this deliverable putting in
evidence the methodologies and algorithms behind this category of DDA tools.
4.1 The DeDALO framework
In the framework of the MOTIA project, the University of Rome Tor Vergata developed a
Black-box oriented dependency discovery method named DeDALO [30] (Dependency
Discovery and Analysis base on on-Line Observations). DeDALO is based on network traffic
analysis and the purpose of its development has been to investigate the advantages, drawbacks
and limitations of the approach. DeDALO is based on the analysis of sequences of IP packets
exchanged by services of a distributed application or computer network. The DeDALO's core
is an inference engine, based on results by [12] and [14], that analyses data flows and tries to
build a logical representation of the system.
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To perform DDA, the DeDALO framework realizes four main steps (implemented by related
software modules): Traffic acquisition, Flow identification, Flow sequencing and Dependency
analysis. In the following we give a brief description of each phase and therefore we
concentrate our attention on Flow Identification and Dependency Analysis. The architecture
of the DeDALO framework is sketched in Figure 8.
Traffic acquisition. In this phase DeDALO accesses a network interface card or a PCAP file
to extract an IP packet and to convert it in a manageable data structure. The DeDALO
observation system, inspired to existing works, has been implemented using an agent-based
architecture, deploying several agents to observe and acquire the system activities. Each agent
is responsible to acquire information on system dependencies from its vantage point. Such
acquisition process start from the collection of network traffic that has been implemented
using the lippcap library, used to build software such as TCPdump7 or Wireshark8,
allowing DeDALO to access a network card or a PCAP log file and model groups of IP
packets as data structures.
Flow identification. As second step, DeDALO works on the extracted packet trying to match
it with a suitable group of packet (flow) according to its header data. A flow represents a
complete communication between two nodes and consists of the Request - Response
sequence. DeDALO records all known flows keeping the starting and the ending time. Each
flow is an instance of a server access, performed by a client node to obtain a service from a
server node. There is a tight relation between a flow and the corresponding service.
Flow sequencing. For any starting flow, DeDALO match it with all ended flows, originated
by a same client node, saving the corresponding inter-arrival time. For any couple of flows,
DeDALO keeps a frequency distribution that counts the occurrence of a given time. This
means that DeDALO looks for all flow sequences originated by a node while accessing a
groups of services. If a node generate two or more flow in sequence, with a recurring interarrival time, it means that such node needs them to be accessed one after the other in a
systematic manner, that cause a relation or dependency between the flows/services.
Dependency analysis. In this phase DeDALO analyses all distributions to evaluate a possible
dependency between the related flows, applying an inference engine to all samples. The result
of this analysis is a qualitative evaluation a dependency. Such analysis is completed by the
calculation of a quantitative value, expressed by a percentage of dependency. The result is a
weighted graph with the flows represented as vertex and the dependencies as weighted edges.

7
8

http://www.tcpdump.org/
http://www.wireshark.org/
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4.1.1 Flow Identification and sequencing.
We define data flow Fi a continuous sequence of information exchanged by two nodes. A
service Si consists of specific software components, running on a networked node, and
providing its functionalities through the network.

Figure 8 The DeDalo high level architecture
Each data flow considers a tuple composed by the two end-point nodes and the time interval
in which they exchanged data. The end-points are called origin and destination, identifying
the source of the request and the element offering the service.
Two data flows, let say Fi,j and Fi,k, originated by the same node i, towards two different
destinations (j and k), may occur in a sequence interleaved by an inter-arrival time λi,j,k. It is
possible to study the correlation between the two data flows by analyzing the distribution of
λi,j,k.
The assumption made by DeDALO is that the relation of dependency between two services Sj
and Sk is a condition related to a systematic and sequential use of both services inside a
common application context (of course, this assumption impose some limitation we will
discuss later on). If a sequence of data flow (representing service accesses) is periodically
spaced by similar inter-arrival time, then we assume there is a dependency relation between
two flows, and therefore the two services.
For example, if data exchanged through the first flow Fi,j, toward Sj, are vital to the origin
end-point i to successfully access Sk, access identified by Fi,k. Therefore Sj and Sk are
dependent, as well as the services Si, Sj and Sk.
A common example is the domain name resolution process (very simplified here). The
sequence of a DNS flow and a HTTP flow analyzed from the vantage point of a node running
a web browser is likely to be found many times, because the node will need to know the
HTTP server IP address, querying the DNS. If the DNS is unavailable the HTTP server will
be not reachable and, even if it is properly working, the client will perceive a denial of
service.
DeDALO's goal is to retrieve couples of IP services bound by a dependency relation. It carries
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on the analysis by fetching every IP packet exchanged between an origin and two or more
destination services. The algorithm considers only packets headers and timings, discarding the
payload.
DeDALO identify a data flow by aggregating packets with same connection information (IP
address, TCP ports, protocol) saving the timing of first and last packet of each flow, in order
to identify the inter-arrival time. It's important to point out that all timing information are
coherent, as they are referred to packets originated by the same node, and there's no need for
synchronization.
The evolution of a data flow can be represented as a state machine with three states: new,
when a packet carries the SYN flag; active, when a packet is part of an existing flow; and
terminated, if a packet carries the FIN flag.
As a new data flow Fi,j is identified, DeDALO tries to correlate it with all flows Fi,*
previously originated by the same node. Each of these flows is coupled with Fi,j, by
calculating the inter-arrival time between it and Fi,j, meaning that a sequence between two
data flows has been detected with a given inter-arrival time.
When two flows are correlated, we're also correlating the nodes that are responsible for the
offered services. For each couple of flows (and nodes) is computed the inter-arrival time
frequency distribution, counting the occurrence of timing samples. The distribution represents
the frequency with which one or more client nodes access two services subsequently. Any
distribution can have different shapes and can be characterized by a specific mean, standard
deviation and sparseness.
4.1.2 Dependency discovery model
DeDALO uses all inter-arrival time frequency distributions to identify a dependency between
the corresponding services. It looks for one or more inter-arrival times with a frequency
higher than a given dependency threshold d.
To build our discovery model we consider that only data flows Fi,j and Fi,k with an interarrival time λi,j,k ≤ 3 seconds are considered to contribute to possible dependencies. The
distribution of inter-arrival time is computed binning observed inter-arrival times with a
granularity of 10-2 seconds. Therefore, being µf the average value for inter-arrival time
frequency and σf its standard deviation, we computer the dependency threshold as
d= µf + α ×σf
where 1.96 ≤ α ≤ 3, for example in [13] the authors use α = 3.
If one or more inter-arrival time show a frequency higher than the dependency threshold, than
such inter-arrival time value are evidence of a systematic behaviour that is likely to represent
a dependency.
Let us consider an application which acts as a client towards two or more services, accessed
in sequence for many times. The inter-arrival time among service requests depends mainly on
the number of instructions put between the calls that cause the requests. The lower the
complexity of such instructions, the higher the variability of the timings on every couple of
accesses. For example, the sequence DNS - WEB, comes from a simple sequence of C
instructions (getHostByName()and connect()) which are executed, in the simplest
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case, with no instruction in the middle, resulting in a constant interleaving time.
Instead, two connect() which have complex elaboration in the middle, will cause a high
sparseness of samples, because any instance of the sequence could have a different execution
path resulting in a different timing. The two cases are shown in Figure 9. In the first case the
access sequence S1 -- S2 is characterized by t0 as peak inter-arrival time, with a very low
variance and therefore dependency threshold, while in the second case the sequence of interarrival time is characterized by a higher variance.

Figure 9 An example of two inter-arrival distributions showing high and low degree of
dependency

4.1.3 Dependency degree evaluation
Once DeDALO found two services that potentially are in relation of dependency, it calculates
the degree of dependency. Two distributions, with the same number of samples, can result in
different levels of dependency, as shown in the previous example.
Our hypothesis is that the degree of dependency is related to the shape of the distribution and
that could be quantified by the following index:
G = 1 – d / MaxOcc
where MaxOcc is the maximum value of the number of occurrences of inter-arrival times.
The metric G is sensible to two factors: the application complexity in the access sequence, and
architectural choices such as the use of caching, load-balancing and replication.
The higher the application complexity and its unpredictability higher will be the variance of
the inter-arrival time frequency distribution. For instance, if a software module access a
service Si, operates some complex calculations that strongly depend on the input, and finally
accesses service Sj, it will be quite hard to assume that Si and Sj are dependent.
Similar is the impact of caching systems and load balancing mechanisms. If a cache server is
in between the client and the origin server, the flow chain won’t be the same for two
consecutive accesses from the same client. Load balancing mechanisms hide the IP address of
those nodes that provide the service introducing uncertainty or impossibility to evaluate the
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chain of service invocations.
Dependencies metrics, when defined and computed must take into account the above
mentioned factors.
4.1.4 Limitations
An analysis based on the system behaviour requires the DDA framework to access and read
the system activities. Independently from the vantage point and wherever monitoring agents
are deployed, a DDA framework should be able to:
• Access the IP traffic exchanged inside the system;
• Decode the acquired traffic and extract needed information
The first point is crucial and its full success depends on several structural factors. Switched
networks allow any node to see only IP packets regarding that node, limiting the observed
events and causing an extensive deploy over every node of interest. Broadcast networks are,
obviously, simpler to analyze.
The second issue regards the encoding of the retrieved information. If an IP packet is
encrypted (IPsec, WEP, WPA..) it will be impossible to carry on any analysis, as we rely on
the headers information.
4.1.5 A simple case study
In this section we show, with a simple case study, how DeDALO works and how
dependencies are evaluated. DeDALO has been implemented as Java program capable to
accesses a network interface or a log file to read sequences of IP packets both. In the specific
we generate e log file from the packet exchanged by clients accessing a networked
application, simulated using NS3. We model and simulated a simple network topology
composed by 6 autonomous systems, 200 clients and 14 servers offering web services. All
clients run simple applications that cause the node to create a chain of service accesses
interleaved by a stochastic inter-arrival time. The business logic of our application is shown in
Figure 10

Figure 10 Flow diagram of the case study

During the execution of this application, each node will generate different flow chains,
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Figure 11: Inter-arrival time frequency and dependency probability
depending on the chosen service for the second access.
We suppose the inter-arrival times of service requests are constant or characterized by a
probability distribution, e.g. the uniform or exponential distribution.
The chosen workload model creates several dependency relations. For example, when the
service request inter-arrival time is constant and the probability to access a service is close to
one, we identified a strong dependency. On the contrary, if the inter-arrival time is stochastic
and the probability to access a specific service is low the dependency is weak.
In the specific case study, the injected dependencies are:
• Four dependencies between WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4 and the DNS
• Two dependencies between WS2, WS3 and WS1
• Two dependencies between WS5 and WS2, WS3
In this case we consider to have found a strong dependency if G ≥ 0.4. Otherwise the
dependency is classified as weak.
DeDALO starts its analysis by fetching IP packets and reconstructing the flow that are part of.
As a new flow is detected, DeDALO pairs it with all previously terminated flows to build the
inter-arrival times distributions, as shown in Figure 11 where are presented four different
distributions. The first one describes a strong relation with a strong concentration of samples
around a single timing value. The last ones, instead, represent the opposite case.
The second step is to compute the dependency degree $G$, determining a percentage value.
The final result is a graph with all services represented as vertexes and the relations
represented as weighted edges, as shown in Figure 12. The graph illustrates four strong
dependencies between WSi, i=1,..,4, and the DNS, two weak dependencies between WS2,WS3
and WS1 and two weak dependencies between WS5 and WS2, WS3.
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Figure 12 Dependencies graph
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5

Summary and concluding remarks

This deliverable provided
• a characterization of metrics along several dimensions
• an analysis of dependencies discovery methods versus the characteristics them are
capable to identify
• an analysis of DDA tools and an example of in-house implementation
Dependencies characterization is a first step toward the definition of metrics. Characteristics
define what metrics should be capable to catch and quantify. Results are summarized in the
following table:
Dependency
characteristic
Strength
Order
Criticality

Considerations

Type of Index

Measurable as the probability or
frequency of dependencies
activation
Give information on the
feasibility of cascade effects
Give information on the hazard a
dependency can introduce

Quantitative – not an absolute
value but case study dependent.
Need for normalization
Qualitative – the value do not
directly quantify domino effects
Qualitative – the pre-, co-, exrequisite classification
introduces a three level scale
Qualitative – this feature can
lead to a quantitative measure in
case it is possible to measure the
probability of propagation
outside system boundaries
Qualitative – this feature can
lead to a quantitative measure of
the cost to remove dependencies

Locality

Give information on the
likelihood faults can propagate
outside the system boundaries

Life-cycle

Suggests when dependencies are
introduced and how much it cost
to remove them

Mainly, dependency features suggest a qualitative index that must be quantified through
metrics.
Concerning the discovery of dependencies and dependencies features, as shown in the
following table, there is no method capable to cope with all the dependencies characteristics.
In conclusion, for a omni-comprehensive analysis of dependencies is better to use a
combination of approaches. For example, the use of NTA, VMA and PA allow to consider all
the aspects.
On the side of DDA tools, our analysis confirm that there are not dedicate products and that
only OpenNMS [7] is distributed under the GPL licence. The lesson learned is that a DDA
framework should be built integrating existing product to allow:
• Measurement of network traffic, also beyond private network boundaries
• Learning and mapping of runtime component interaction in distributed applications
• Identification of dependencies from traffic behaviour and performance.
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Dependency
characteristic
Locality
Order
Component
Activity
Strength
Criticality
Life cycle

ACA
except
intersystem
X
only
active
except
Exrequisite
Only
structural
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VMA
X

Discovery approaches
SRM
MXS
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

except
resource

except
resource
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X
X

NTA
X
X
X

Only
Prerequisite)
only
resource
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